As of January 2019, IQMS is becoming DELMIAWORKS, joining the global manufacturing powerhouse Dassault Systèmes and its portfolio of innovative brands.
WEBIQ
MANUFACTURING’S FUTURE IS MOBILE: ARE YOU READY?

REAL-TIME ACCESS FROM ANY BROWSER, ANYWHERE AT ANY TIME
The IQMS EnterpriseIQ manufacturing ERP system is now accessible in real-time over any Internet-enabled browser from anywhere at any time. Dashboards and scorecards provide actionable insights enabling more insightful and faster decisions in seconds. WebIQ provides a browser-based user interface (UI) supported by HTML5, enabling the system to run on all browsers including Internet Explorer, Chrome, and Safari. WebIQ’s user interface is a new mobile-first technology designed to accelerate how you and your company work, providing you the most valuable data when and where you need it, on any device.

UNLIMITED, UNTETHERED ERP ACCESS
The IQMS EnterpriseIQ Manufacturing ERP system flexes and frees you from having to stay locked to a desktop system to gain access and insights. Getting real-time updates on production and operations, whether you’re managing the shop floor or presenting dashboards to the top-floor senior management team, are available on any mobile device in real-time. The IQMS EnterpriseIQ manufacturing ERP system scales to securely support the many members of your production team who rely on analytics and insights to excel at their jobs daily.

IMPROVING FIELD SALES, SUPPLIER, AND PRODUCTION MONITORING
Sales teams gain real-time updates on current orders, suppliers manage deliveries more effectively while providing forecast visibility, and best of all, greater insights are gained from RealTimeTM Production Monitoring. Real-time data is just a fingertip away. These valuable benefits and more are attainable with the mobility access available to the IQMS EnterpriseIQ Manufacturing ERP system. With WebIQ you also now have the functionality to “share” and “favorite” specific screens, documents and records within the system using deep links. Deep links capture all the routing information that brought the user to a specific page or record within the system into one link. Similar to a hyperlink in a browser, users can now forward a deep link, sending another user directly to a record or screen.

IMPROVING THE USER EXPERIENCE TO DELIVER SOLID RESULTS
IQMS’ EnterpriseIQ is known for its straightforward and intuitive user experience. WebIQ delivers the same powerful interface as the current thick client interface, only in a browser. WebIQ was developed with a one-to-one function match for procedures, navigation and clicks to the EnterpriseIQ UI, so existing users do not have to learn new keystrokes or procedures. WebIQ leverages one of the most efficient features of web browsers: tabs. Along the top of the WebIQ interface, tabs feature the different system modules, such as CRM, Sales Orders, and Production.

DESIGNING IN LOW IMPACT DEPLOYMENTS
Because WebIQ exists online, most customers don’t require individual desktop installations, greatly simplifying deployments with shorter implementation timelines. Also, WebIQ can be mixed and matched with IQMS’ current thick client UI, giving current EnterpriseIQ users the option to adopt the new interface incrementally or all at once.

REDUCE IT COSTS AND GAIN SPEED
WebIQ’s browser-based architecture means significant savings in infrastructure maintenance, hardware and software costs. Since WebIQ runs in a browser, customers no longer need to update clientside software or maintain terminal or Citrix servers. As a result, manufacturers can eliminate significant IT costs while improving the quality, speed, and scale of information and insights.

RELEASE
WebIQ requires version 16 level IQMS software.
INDUSTRIES SERVED

Automotive Manufacturing ERP Software
As a long-standing AIAG member and participant in the eAPQP Work Group, IQMS has extensive knowledge of automotive standards and how to best address your unique industry requirements.

Aerospace and Defense Manufacturing ERP Software
Avoid the turbulence with industry-specific A&D manufacturing ERP software that addresses your unique cost challenges while satisfying your regulatory requirements.

Assembly Manufacturing ERP Software
Unlike other ERP vendors, IQMS offers assembly-specific software that fits your business with features, such as dispatch lists, labor reporting, sub-assembly support, and line clearance security.

Food & Beverage Manufacturing ERP Software
From monitoring and controlling quality, to ingredient traceability, shelf-life tracking, and recipe management, IQMS provides food and beverage manufacturers the tools necessary to succeed and flourish.

Medical Manufacturing ERP Software
The comprehensive IQMS ERP solution provides a host of critical capabilities medical device manufacturers need to succeed, such as compliance with FDA and other regulatory requirements, lot and serial tracking, and manufacturing traceability, among others.

General, Consumer, Contract and Multi-Process Manufacturing ERP Software
Whether you use a build-to-order or build-to-stock supply chain model, IQMS systematically streamlines processes across process, discrete, and repetitive manufacturing environments.

Packaging Manufacturing ERP Software
IQMS’ packaging-specific manufacturing ERP software adeptly handles a lot and serial traceability, UPC labeling, pack outs, external and internal document control and BOM flexibility so that your company can improve its operational excellence.

For more information, please visit www.iqms.com or call 1.866.367.3772
Our 3DEXPERIENCE® platform powers our brand applications, serving 12 industries, and provides a rich portfolio of industry solution experiences.